Upper school Curriculim Matrix Year 1 2022/23

ENGLISH
LIT

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

QUESTION 1

QUESTION 2

QUESTION 3

QUESTION 4

QUESTION 5

QUESTION 6

QUESTION 7

QUESTION 8

QUESTION 9

QUESTION 10

WHAT ARE MY PLANS FOR THE FUTURE?

WHAT ARE MORALS AND ETHICS?

WHAT IS FAITH?

HOW DO WE MAKE SURE WE ARE HEALTHY?

WHAT IS LOVE?

AM I UNIQUE?

DO WE NEED LAWS?

IS THE WORLD SMALLER THAN EVER?

HOW WILL LIFE BE DIFFERENT IN THE FUTURE?

WHAT IS SUCCESS?

5th September

3rd October

14th November

4th January

30th January

6th March

17th April

15th May

12th June

17th July

Macbeth

Exploring the concept of fate and to what extent we
can control our futures. Through the choices
Macbeth is given by the Witches, we will explore our
futures and the opportunities we are given.

Discovering who we are and what we want to do can
be daunting at this age. Exploring this through
creative writing can unleash potential and the
Explorations in Creative Reading and Writingimagination into our next steps. This could lead to
Decriptive or Narrative Writing
further study of English after school or to exploring
jobs and lifestyle through the medium of writing.
Looking at our past memories and experiences in
writing can also impact our thinking.

Number

To use percentages in real life scenarios E.g.how
much you could earn and what percentage is tax,
national insurance. Borrowing money for a
mortgage/car. Use probability to work out the
chances of getting a job with different qualifications.

SCIENCE

Cells and Organs

What and who are we...literally? We are made of
billions of cells that form tissues and organs. Is this all
we are? Do we, as sinewy bags of flesh and water,
have a fate? Also, what careers can science
qualifications lead on to? It's not just men in lab
coats.

HISTORY

What is History?

MATHS

MOTOR VEHICLE

Exploring the concepts of morality and taking the law into
your own hands. We will also explore the lessons we
learn from history and why power is a dangerous thing.

Explorations in Creative Reading and WritingDecriptive or Narrative Writing

There are many elements in this world that affect
who we are, what we believe and how we act in the
world. Do we feel a responsibility for those with no
voice, for the environment or for another particular
cause. Through descriptive and narrative writing, we
can explore our own morals and ethics and how they
impact the lives of others and what happens next. Are
we looking at this in our own world or are we looking
at a dystopian setting where morals and ethics create
havoc.

Number

PSHE

Identify, describe and construct conguent
Geometry and Measure, Algebra, sequences
and simular shapes, on co-ordinate axes by
concidering rotation, reflection, translation
and enlargement (including scale factors)
Construct and interpret plans and elevations
of 3D shapes. Vectors. Mindset, why does
someone love, to feel safe, secure, barriers
to learning, building up their confidence.

To know the unique formula for
pythagoras' theorem and how it fits in
with finding sides of triangles. Is it the
same for every triangle? To know and
use trigonometric ratios. Talk about
yes they are unique and that it
shouldn't hold them back break down
barriers.

The Norman Conquest

Basketball

Do some sports allow cheating? Should transgender athletes
be allowed to compete? What are performance enhancing
drugs? Is there a sportsperson conduct further to the rules of
the sport?

Gymnastics

How does sport and faith fit together? Sports and
religion are closely linked, sports like religion convey
important lessons about values and culturally
appropiate behaviour. Loyalty to a sport or duty.
Muslim countries - Is faith a barrier to sport? Believe
in yourself to succeed. Atheltes pray even if not
religious. What is the Black Power Salute. Why do
football players take the knee?

Fitness and Exercise

How do we become healthy? Is exercise
key to being healthy or is there other
factors? Can exercise cure illness? What
does a balanced diet look like? What is
blood pressure? How much of our health
is mental?

Cricket

Can you create an environment within sport
in which love is present and active? What
does this look like? Relationships with team
mates. How do we cultivate character in
sport and is this even important?

Unusual sports

Job roles within the industry; areas for questioning;
management, kitchen brigade, front of house,
housekeeping, administration, dress code for the job.
Hierachy of kitchen staff. What are your aspirations,

What are morals and ethics?

Farm Assured, Red Tractor, Fairtrade, HALAL
(stunning before killing), RSPCA checked, Egg
production - Free Range/Battery. Are you OK eating
meat? Questioning regarding dietary choices.

Religous Dietary Choices.

What is faith? How does Religion
influence someone's diet? What is
'fasting' ? Festivals; Celebrations;
Christmas and Easter.... why do we
celebrate these, traditions, what do we
eat?

Healthy Lifestyles.

How do we stay health? Healthy diets,
compare dietary requirements for
specif groups; age, gender, etc. How to
look after ourselves; water intake per
day.

Charity. How do we change and grow?

How does getting older affect what we
eat?How do we change and grow? What are
your favouite foods? How might our taste
change as we grow up? How does moods
affect our eating habbits?

My Heritage

Discuss the staple food of the UK and other
countries. Do you eat the staple food of the
UK? Why are these food products
produced here in the UK? What dishes do I
enjoy and prepare? Origins of plants and
animals.

Do we need laws?

A look into the history of the engineering Industry
(Inventors). Fate , A look into chosen paths in life. Is
anything possible Change, Small steps, Large steps
life changing. "Future" what can we change and
why? Chosen path and independance, happiness.

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 2 Morals and ethics

Moral and ethical discussion on self drive vehicles. Are
machines capabile of making decisions for us. Can
machines think like us in an emergency.can they go
wrong? And at what cost

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 3 faith

faith? Do we look at ourselves , faith in
our work and tools ,people or faith as in
our belief. other ways of life following a
religious path without technology.

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 4 Healthy

Insight into Health within the
Automotive industry and the impact
on ourselves and effects on others.
exposure, chemicals, contact. Mental
Health our mind is our ECU. Healthy
relationships what we need for them
to work?

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 5 Love

Love ? For the job fixing things making them
alive again are vehicles like humans? They
eat, breath and get rid of waste. Happiness
passing your test, freedom, independance ,
helping others, job satisfaction. Can Love
influence driving behaviour?

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 6 Unique

A discussion on Am I unique ? Why am I
choosing automotive as my chosen career
path. What are my contributing
factors?what i'm I good at? What do I want
to acheive? Can I make a difference?

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 7 Law

Careers in the Catering Industry

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 1 Future

EDIB: gender/disability
Bethany Hamilton, able to continue despite shark
attack, how was she able to do this? How does this
relate to me?
Is anything possible? Can we predict the future?
Every year more people die from cows compared
to sharks.

This section will always be open to flexibility and may
change with regards to activity, based on current affairs
within the world. Environmental changes, who cares?
Who is responsible?
How can I effect change? Whys should I bother? Are
we all to blame?
There are a number of volunteering schemes that
learners can decide what they want to do as it needs to
be driven by them, it’s their curriculum. We will advise
on the criteria that they need to be as assessed within
the DoE volunteering unit.
Volunteering section

Portraits of an idol - Pencil drawing techniques using
tone.
Urban Art
Learners will evaluate and further develop their study
and employability skills, evaluate their own personal
strengths and areas for development and use this to
inform goal setting. They will understand how their
strengths, interests, skills and qualities are changing
and how these relate to future career choice and
employability. Learners will find out about the range
of opportunities available to them for career
progression, including in education, training and
employment, about the need to challenge
stereotypes about particular career pathways,
Financial choices, Managing risk and personal
maintain high aspirations for their future and
safety
embrace new opportunities. They will learn about
the information, advice and guidance available to
them on next steps and careers; how to access
appropriate support and opportunities

EDIB: Age/gender
Greta Thunberg, share and explain that age and gender
should not inhibit or prevent change. Share her story
and relate it to the unit.

Expedition training

Textiles project - focus on stencils, print making, grafitti art
on fabric, tie dying
Urban Art
Learn how to effectively budget, including the benefits of
saving, how to effectively make financial decisions,
including recognising the opportunities and challenges
involved in taking financial risks. Learners will be able to
recognise and manage the range of influences on their
financial decisions, to access appropriate support for
financial decision-making and for concerns relating to
money, gambling, and consumer rights, They will develop
the skills to challenge or seek support for financial
exploitation in different contexts including online, to
understand and build resilience to thinking errors
Bullying, Abuse and Discrimination, Relationship
associated with gambling (e.g. ‘gambler’s fallacy’) the
values
range of gambling-related harms, and how to access
support for themselves or others

Faith in the skills that you have
developed. How do you know where we
are on a map? Faith in your skills and
equipment. I know I’m going the right
way because? Have faith that the rope
attaching you to a mountain will hold
you? Where and what is this faith?
Good judgment comes from experience;
experience comes from bad judgment.
Learners will be given the opportunity to
make mistakes and develop expedition
skills within a safe environment.

Physical section

Homeostasis and Response, Chemical Changes

Is love real? Can science explain it? This topic
explains the hormonal and nervous response
systems - is love just a bunch of hormones
out of control?

The Norman Conquest

First establish an agreed definition of
health. What does health mean to
you? While pupils are working to
complete the physical section there
will be a number of opportunities to
discuss health. I can’t walk any
further. Did you have any
breakfast?....The importance of
good nutrition. Walks will start short
and gradually increase, thus
incorporating the principles of
training, progression.

Physical section

EDIB: Using the term faith could
provoke conversations about religion.
Explore this with your learners and
education them about acceptance,
understanding and respect with regards
to religion. What do you believe in?
does god exist?

EDIB: Use Ross Edgley to celebrate
positive masculinity and share his
exploits as fitness adventurer.

Sculpture - street art installations
Exam theme
The law relating to ‘honour’-based
violence and forced marriage; the
consequences for individuals and wider
society and ways to access support, to
recognise, clarify and if necessary
challenge their own values and
understand how their values influence
their decisions, goals and behaviours, to
understand a variety of faith and cultural
practices and beliefs concerning
relationships and sexual activity; to
respect the role these might play in
Health- related decisions
relationship values

Exam theme
theme provided by AQA
the purpose of blood, organ and stem
cell donation for individuals and
society, how to take increased
personal responsibility for maintaining
and monitoring health including
cancer prevention, screening and selfexamination, to assess and manage
risks associated with cosmetic and
aesthetic procedures, including
tattooing, piercings and the use of
sunbeds, the ways in which industries
and advertising can influence health
Forming and Maintaining Respectful relationships
and harmful behaviours

Inheritance, variation and evolution

We are all unique and yet so completely
the same. Our DNA codes for what we are
and who we are. This topic explores
evolution in deep time, how the human
race ever got to where it is today and what
is the potential future for us? How does
our unique DNA code change, why are we
described as apes and did we really come
from fish?

Formulas, laws of indices, Statistics

Ideas about Heaven and hell? How much
of what we believe about punisjment
comes from the bible? Should we turn the
other cheek? How much did religion affect
the approach to crime and punishment in
the middle ages / early modern eta?

Exloring how to succeed you need to follow the rules,
to master the tactics, to observe form and style.
Target setting- how do we know if we are achieving
and progressing?

How does the body fight off infection?
What can we do to reduce the risk of
infection? How are drugs
manufactured and how do vaccines
work? These topics also discuss the
importance of exercise, the effect its
has on us and our metabolism. A lot of
overlap possible with the nutrition
section of the organisation topic.

Geometry and Measure

Writers' Viewpoints and Perspectives- 19th & 21st
Century Non-Fiction

Crime and Punishment 1250- present day

Football

Study skills, Career pathways

To use standard units of
measure and related concepts,
length, area, volume, capcity
and mass. convert between
units (cl,l,mm,cm,m) Speed,
distance, time. Why it is
important to stay healthy.
choices.

Writers' Viewpoints and Perspectives- 19th & 21st
Century Non-Fiction

Are we unique and what does this mean?
Have people changed over time and does
this mean something different? The world
has changed significantly from the 19th
Century through to the current day and so
has this definitions of uniqueness changed?
Are the people we meet in both non-fiction
texts similar or still completely unique? Do
they share similarities in their lives at all
and what does this mean for them?

An Inspector Calls

Is all punishment ethical? Do we support the theory of an
eye for an eye? Is retribution a reason to punish? Is it
possible to rehabilitate criminals? Are criminals born or
made? Is the death penalty a cruel and unusual
punishment?

Crime and Punishment 1250- present day

Portraits

A healthy mind and body is extremely
Does love make us truly happy and what
important as it supports us for
comes of that? What do we believe love to
everything we do and need in our
be and look like? Does it change how we
daily lives. How does having a healthy
Explorations in Creative Reading and WritingExplorations in Creative Reading and Writing- Reading behave and how we approach situations?
mind help us and what impact does
Reading Fiction
Fiction
Looking at the characters and narrators we
that have? Do our characters and
come across, do we feel they have love in
narrators have a healthy mind or is
their lives and has this made them behave or
their perspective skewed? Is this
do things in a particular way?
having an impact on the story?

Geometry and Measure

An Inspector Calls

Infection & response, Bioenergetics

Within this unit the outline of the DoE bronze award
will be shares and discussed with pupils. What
needs to be done?, How will it be done? Why am I
doing this?. This will allow learners to develop skills
such as planning, time management, record
keeping and self-assessment. This criteria will be
measured and reflected against the DoE physical
activity unit on a lesson to lesson basis.

ART/3D DESIGN

Apply the four operations, including
formal written methods, fractions (proper
and improper) and mixed numbers - both
positive and negative. Faith in yourself in
maths. Understanding has no limit. How
maths is powerful.

An Inspector Calls

Emphasis is on class/privilege and if we
have the ability to develop empathy for
those born into a less fortunate
position. The Character of Inspector
Goole is analysed as he is unique in how
Priestly uses the concept of self reflection and questioning to make the
characters suffer for their actions.

Exploring what it means to be happy
through the character of Eva Smith.
Discusion around how she loved too well
and was not rewarded for her loyalty. We
will also explore love within family
dynamics and how we often don't show
love in the same way to others.

Energy and Forces

How do we study what stays the same and what
changes over time? Does this help us predict future
patterns in our own livesa and the lives of thoe
around us.

Physical Section

Explorations in Creative Reading and WritingReading Fiction

What is faith and how does it effect who
we are as individuals? Does this make us
act in a certain way? Can this extend to
every aspect of who we are? When
reading and exploring fiction, are
characters and narrators behaving and
thinking a certain way based on their
faith? Do they make decisions that alter
the piece of literature because of this?

Unseen poetry

Looking at a variety of poems that
focus on the unbalanced mind, of
coping with life, of personal journey
and discovery. We will also explore
how relationships make us who we
are through analysis of unseen
poems.

Is faith just the absence of evidence? How
do we reconcile belief when scientific
evidence contradicts it? These topics
explore the universe and the physical
nature of our universe and the
explanation of phenomena without
invoking the supernatural. How were
scientists treated who made observations
that went against religious teachings?

Atmospheric Chemistry, Ecology

OUTDOOR ED/DOFE

Macbeth

To use money problems to look at different jobs/pay. Do
you get paid enough? How much would you spend out of Number
your wages on holidays/cars/nights out. Algebra,
balancing equations. Betting sites, gambling, county lines.
Personal finance. Internet safety.

Climate change will soon become the most important
event in the history of humankind. What ethical
responsibility do we have to do our bit to slow/prevent it
happening? Do we have a responsibility to look after the
planet and its inhabitants?

PE

HOSPITALITY &
CATERING

Macbeth

Exploration into belief and how God
influences the actions of others. Looking
historically about redemption in a
Christian society and how God is the
ultimate judge. We will also discuss the
concept of Karma and the after life.

Energy changes, Organic Chemistry

Rugby/Boxing

Within the skills section there will be
flexibility for learners to develop a skill
that may or may not be unique to them.
There is flexibility within the curriculum for
pupils to decide what skill they want to
develop. This will allow them to reflect on
what they are good at and what skills they
have that separate them from others
within the group. This will be assessed
within the DoE skills section unit.
Skills Section

EDIB: Talking about love could be a good
link to talk about relationships and people’s
rights to have relationships and should be
free to have these relationships.

Extended project
theme provided by AQA
strategies to manage the strong emotions
associated with the different stages of
relationships, to safely and responsibly
manage changes in personal relationships
including the ending of relationships, ways to
manage grief about changing relationships
including the impact of separation, divorce
and bereavement; sources of support and
how to access them, the opportunities and
potential risks of establishing and conducting
relationships online, and strategies to
manage the risks, the legal and ethical
responsibilities people have in relation to
online aspects of relationships, to recognise
unwanted attention (such as harassment
and stalking including online), ways to
respond and how to seek help, ways to
access information and support for
relationships including those experiencing
difficulties

Paraolympics, Special Olympics and
disability in sport. Is all sport inclusive?
Transgender athletes. Born to be an
athlete? Do genetics play a part to
acheivement?

Self - concept

EDIB: Share the Chris McCandless and
Kai Lightners story and relate this to
identity and why it’s important and how
we explore it

Expedition training
Physical activity
Expedition

Power and conflict poetry anthology

Use positive integer powers and
Statistics
associated real roots (square, cube and
higher) calculate with roots and integer
indices. How do we use laws.

Interpret charts and graphs and
construct tables charts and
diagrams. Frequency tables, bar
charts, pie charts and picograms

Alongside political discourse and free
thinking philosophy, scientic discovery
and fact has dictated laws of civiliations
for all of human history. Health &
Safety law, COSHH.

What has made it possible for the
world to be so connected today?
How are people able to instantly
communicate with people the other
side of the planet? The mobile
phone is perhaps one of everyone's
most treasured possession - how
does it work? Is this technology
dangerous? Is the world made of the
same "stuff"? How about the Solar
System, or even the universe?

Waves, Atomic structure and periodic table

Site Study: Wrolxeter

Does sport need rules? Should there be
different rules for differenrt ages or
gender? National Governing Bodies. New
rules that have been introduced into sport
over time. What is the Europeon mode of
sport? Safety of spectators, Participation
rights. Homegrown players.

Study Health & Safety at work act
1971; HASAWA, HACCP. Is the food
we eat safe? What rules we have to
follow when preparing food for
other people. Discuss the powers of
a H.W.O.
The Law in the automotive Industry .
An over view of why we need these
laws. New law on Emission control and
why ? Are we just getting old vehicles
off the road? Tranport emissions
contribute to 14% of green house
emission. what or who are the other
main contributors of emissions
globally? What happens if we do
nothing?
I can walk wherever I want? Explore
the laws of right away and the right to
roam. Who owns land? Why can’t I
camp here?
What are the laws and who are they
protecting? These are all things that
can be discussed when doing the
expedition training and planning. They
will also come up when pupils are out
walking and the opportunities to
explore this will be utilised when they
occur.

Olympics

Global Culture

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 8 The World
getting smaller.

Expedition planning

EDIB:
Share the importance of activism and
the need to have a voice. Martin
Luther king could be used as a good
example to share with learners and
can also lead on to a discussion on
race.

Emotions - Abstract art project using mixed
media
Extended project

Emotions - Abstract art project using
mixed media

to accurately assess their areas of strength
and development, and where appropriate,
act upon feedback, how self-confidence
self-esteem, and mental health are affected
positively and negatively by internal and
external influences and ways of managing
this, how different media portray idealised
and artificial body shapes; how this
influences body satisfaction and body
image and how to critically appraise what
they see and manage feelings about this,
strategies to develop assertiveness and
build resilience to peer and other
influences that affect both how they think
about themselves and their health and
wellbeing

about the current legal position on
abortion and the range of beliefs and
opinions about it, the law relating to
abuse in relationships, including
coercive control and online
harassment, strategies to challenge all
forms of prejudice and discrimination,
to evaluate ways in which their
behaviours may influence their peers,
positively and negatively, including
online, and in situations involving
weapons or gangs, skills to support
younger peers when in positions of
influence, to recognise situations
where they are being adversely
influenced, or are at risk, due to being
part of a particular group or gang;
strategies to access appropriate help,
factors which contribute to young
people becoming involved in serious
organised crime, including cybercrime

Social influences

Blake- London
Carol Ann Duffy- War
Photographer
Wilfred Owen, Exposure
Seamus Heaney, Storm on the
Island
Beatrice
Garland, Kamikaze

There are multilple ways in which we
are able to have contact with the
Laws have changed significantly from
rest of the world. Has this increase
the 19th Century to now. How has this
in technology made life different and
changed the world or impacted us? Are
what does that mean for us? Or has
there arguments for it being better or
Writers' Viewpoints and Perspectives- Writing it made life smaller because there is
worse? Where does fairness and
to Present a Viewpoint
nothing we can't know with a click of
equality come into this and what does
a button? Exploring this through
that mean for people in different eras?
writing various types of transactional
Are there ways in which law has
pieces, will allow us to answer this
chamged life for better?
question and discuss it a variety of
ways.

Site Study: Wrolxeter

The Norman Conquest

I love being outdoors. How does this make
me feel? Why does it make me feel like
this?. The individuals who have picked to
do the DoE will have chosen the course
and will share an appreciation of being
outside. Let’s explore what it is this like
about being outside, this can often be done
through discussion while walking or around
a fire while eating. It will help foster
communication skills and group unity that
will enable them to complete their
expedition as a team.

Focus on criminality and how we
understand right from wrong. The
law of joint enterprise is explored
when looking at the suicide of Eva
Smith as well as the concept of
forgiveness and regret.

Power and conflict poetry anthology

Writers' Viewpoints and Perspectives- Writing to
Present a Viewpoint

Statistical measures

Electricity, Atomic structure, magnetism &
electromagnetism

Can you plan your own olympics event?
Which sporting activites will athletes
compete in? How will it be organised?
The history of The Olympics. Where did
the Olympics begin? How many
countries are involved today compared
to when the Olympis began?

Discuss the global food system; do
we overeat as a society? Are food
festivals acceptable when people
are starving? How is food more
than just survival? Why are foods
branded? Packaging and labelling food origin.
Is the world smaller than ever? Are
we over populated as a country? Are
we constantly building houses? Are
we using more vehicles now than
ever before and why? Your
thoughts on your future do you
think we will become like china
having to reduce living space using
technology?
While planning expeditions and
doing the training pupils will be
given the opportunities to explore
and potentially lose their bearings.
They will learn how to navigate and
develop an appreciation of time
and distance and be able to relate
this back to a map setting. The
world may have become smaller as
more people become connected
through technological advances.
However when out in the wild the
world can feel much bigger that a
few dots on a map. We want our
learners to experience this.

Media literacy and digital resilience

Power and conflict poetry
anthology

Life is different for every person in the
world but we know that it changes
dependent on country, gender,
wealth etc. How has life changed for
us in the last few years and how will it
change in the short and long term?
Are there important topics that we
need to prioritise for life changing in English Language Paper 1 Revision
the future now? This could be
focusing on climate change, recycling
or even gender issues. Exploring this
through transactional writing will
allow us to discuss and question what
we should or could be doing now for
the future.
Interpret, annalyse and compare data
using primary, secondary, discrete
and continuous data. (mode, mean,
median and range)

“The saddest aspect of life right now
is that science gathers knowledge
faster than society gathers wisdom.” Isaac Asimov. What technological
break throughs are on the cusp of
changing society forever? Is Nuclear
power the solution to, or the cause of,
future global issues? Is ultra long
distance space travel ever going to be
possible?

Site Study: Wrolxeter

Problem solving. Ratio and
proportion

Any other topics

William Wordsworth, Extract from The
Prelude
Shelley- Ozymandias
Imtiaz Dharker, Tissue
Simon Armitage, Remains
Ted Hughes, Bayonet Charge

How will we succeed in our English GCSE
and what does success look like to each
individual? Revision is key for our
examinations to know how to succeed.

Apply ratio to real life contexts and
problems. Express a multiplicative
relationship between two quantities as a
ratio. Undertand and use proportion as
equality of ratios.

How to succeed at science GCSE exams
and/or ELC. Exam prep and guidance.
How a 4 or even a 1 can be just as
meaningful as a measure of success
compared to a 9.

Site Study: Wrolxeter

Archery/Fives/Tennis/Croquet

Where did the sports we play today
begin? How have they developed over
time? How old are the sports we play?
How have old sports developed?
Where is sport going in the future? Is
VAR ruining football?

Athletics

How do we measure success in sport? Do you
need to obtain a Gold medal to be
successful? Is succes always based on
acheivement? Different ways to measure
success in sport are:
time/length/height/distance/dressage/routin
e/weight/score, Personal achievement

Environmental Sustainability.

Is the environment our responsibility?
Recycle, Reuse, Repair... Seasonality
and availability of foods, conservation
of energy and water. Food Miles.

Success

Take a look at some famous chef's; Jamie
Oliver, Gordon Ramsey. Discuss their
early careers in catering. What are your
aspirations? Will this industry be a part of
that? What have you achieved in
Catering? Boiling an egg or making a two
course meal? The human race; from
hunting with an arrow to McDonalds
Takeway.

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 9 Life in the Future.

How will life be different in the
future? The automotive industry is
heavly looking into this now by vehicle
emission control. By 2035 the internal
combustion will cease to be
manufactured and banned. Is this
realistic do we think? Are we
anywhere near that leap yet?

Scheme ref:101 MV Theme 10
Success

What is success? Who is successful in our
industry?How can I measure my
success?What are my steps/ options?
Can I take different paths to get to the
same goal?What have I achevied already
at this time in my life? I'm I going to be a
mechanic or an engineer technician in the
future. What is it going to be like?

Expedition training
Expedition

EDIB:

Art from around the world

My Last Duchess – Robert
Browning
The
Charge of the Light Brigade – Alfred
Lord Tennyson
Poppies – Jane
Weir
The Emigree –
Carol Rumens Checking Out Me
History – John Agard

Investigate art from other countries.
Use Art from another country to
inspire your own work
Art from around the world
how personal data is generated,
collected and shared, including by
individuals, and the consequences of
this, how data may be used with the
aim of influencing decisions,
including targeted advertising and
other forms of personalisation
online; strategies to manage this,
strategies to critically assess bias,
reliability and accuracy in digital
content, to assess the causes and
personal consequences of
Media literacy and digital resilience
extremism and intolerance in all
their forms, to recognise the shared
responsibility to challenge extreme
viewpoints that incite violence or
hate and ways to respond to
anything that causes anxiety or
concern

As skills such as map reading are
developed there will be the
opportunity for pupils to use
technology to support them with
their training (though not in the final
expedition). There needs to be a
recognition that within the next 10-20
years that most people could
potentially relay on technology and
not maps. We need to ensure that
both skills are developed. When
planning and packing there will be
the opportunity to discuss and
investigate the changes and
advancements in equipment.

The opportunity to reflect and measure
oneself against the DoE criteria. Is
success getting a certificate? Is
success learning new skills? Is success
enjoying and activity?
There will be reflection on what has
been achieved and what skills have
been developed.
There will be the opportunity to
celebrate what has been achieved.
Have a party.
All DoE units
EDIB:

EDIB:

Environmental Art from other
countries and how Art and produt
design is influenced by environmental
concerns
Art Showcase
that there are positive and safe ways
to create and share content online
and the opportunities this offers,
strategies for protecting and
enhancing their personal and
professional reputation online, that
social media may disproportionately
feature exaggerated or inaccurate
information about situations, or
extreme viewpoints; to recognise why
and how this may influence opinions
and perceptions of people and events
Study skills, career pathways

Present work from the year for Gallery
display

Learners will evaluate and further
develop their study and employability
skills, evaluate their own personal
strengths and areas for development and
use this to inform goal setting. They will
understand how their strengths,
interests, skills and qualities are changing
and how these relate to future career
choice and employability. Learners will
find out about the range of opportunities
available to them for career progression,
including in education, training and
employment, about the need to
challenge stereotypes about particular
career pathways, maintain high
aspirations for their future and embrace
new opportunities. They will learn about
the information, advice and guidance
available to them on next steps and
careers; how to access appropriate
support and opportunities

